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Abstract
dance: movement :: city: life
As dance is characterized by movement, the city is characterized by life. As dance
is dependent on movement, the city is dependent on life.
[edit]
dance: city:: movement: life
Dance: city? Movement creates life; movement is the evidence for life. Can dance
serve the city in the same way? dancecity:: culturestudio contends that it can.
By inserting city culture into the dance studio, and conversely, surrounding city
culture with the dance studio, Dancecity is a place that cultivates both dance
and the culture that shapes and inpires it. It produces a symbiotic, mutually
dependent relationship between the city and dance, allowing the two to draw
from and to progressively shape one another.
This project portrays Architecture as an agent of life, and how, through its design
and use, it can activate, transform, and sustain itself and its surroundings as a
place of growing vitality.
Thesis Supervicor: Yung Ho Chang
Title: Professor of Architecture
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Introduction
Since I can remember, my parents made very clear to my sisters and me their high regard
for music and education, as being a good kid in my home included things like being a
good student and practicing the piano or whatever other instrument we chose to take
on. They were first generation immigrants who necessarily spent more time at work
than taking care of us at home, but through their example, they taught us values such
as working hard and trying our best in all circumstances, setting high goals, having a
disciplined schedule, and using our time productively.
Dance, though never discouraged, was not viewed among the most constructive uses of
our time. Knowing how to dance, however, was a different case. Apparently, as much as
my parents desired for us to be stars in the classroom, they never wanted us being the
losers at the party either. Consequently, we had to demonstrate, to their satisfaction, our
ability to dance every now and again.
My earliest recollection of this was when I was just 4 or 5 years old. One night, during our
usual family time after dinner, my father pulled out the cassette player and instructed us
to dance. I don't remember how my sisters responded initially, but I'm fairly certain that
they got up to dance without much reproach. It's possible that they had experienced this
before. I, on the other hand, had never been put in such a situation and naturally felt too
shy to do as I was told. But in tears, after being scolded somewhat severely for being so
self-conscious, I reluctantly joined my sisters in dancing, only due to my fear of getting
into even more trouble if I didn't. Until this day, I get a good laugh from just imagining
miniature versions of my sisters, dancing and jumping up and down in the living room
of our humble home; my parents, clapping along to who knows what music playing out
of our ghetto little boom box; and me, pathetically attempting to dance while crying
simultaneously. I realize that such an experience sounds more traumatic than inspiring.
Nevertheless, dance has become one of my greatest passions in life.
Honestly, my interest in dance does not come by surprise because it just seems the
natural and universal response to music, a lifelong personal delight. What fascinates
me, however, is the profound impact my studying Architecture has had on my views,
expectations, and, in turn, my choreography and performance of dance. Learning to
think about and to develop attitudes towards space, objects in space, organization of
space, articulation of space, movement through space - these concepts have all enabled
me to understand dance at a deeper level of complexity. As a result, they have intensified
and expanded my love for it overall.
Equally fascinating, is how dance has affected my position on Architecture in relationship
to, but by no means limited to this project. In my opinion, the most appealing part
about Architecture is its incredible and extra-ordinary power to transform and, in its best
instances, to create life. More than a beautiful facade or display of ingenious engineering
(which I do appreciate immensely), a beautiful building to me is one that offers and
represents a place for life to grow and flourish. Nothing on this earth makes me feel as
alive as dancing; I see it as a manifestation of life, and Architecture as a vehicle which can
bring and make this life accessible to the city around it.
Beyond this project, I would hope that any building of my making, through its design of
both space and program, be an edifying place where people can and desire to come, be
safe, feel happy, and simply receive and relish in life, which I believe to be God's greatest
blessing. Of the few that come across this book and of the fewer who bother to read any
of this, many may roll their eyes to the backs of their heads and cringe at my idealism.
It's sincere, nonetheless, and I presume that there are others out there who share my
opinion and can relate. Besides, I have my entire career as an Architect and the rest of
my life to confront reality. So ultimately, this project is more than a dance institution - it
is an example of Architecture's capacity to activate and vitalize the city, which is fed and
sustained only through life.
Fig. 1 Aerial view of project


Part 1
Dancecity: Center for Hip-hop
and Dance
Fig. 2 Site Plan
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Fig. 3 West-East section through north wing (above); elevation from noth (below)
Fig. 4 (opposite) Photo from northeast
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Fig. 5 Photo from southwest
Fig. 6 (opposite) Photo from northwest

Fig. 7 Level 2 plan, High Line level 0 ft 50 100
Fig. 8 (opposite above) View into High Line level plan, from northwest
Fig. 9 (opposite below) View into ground floor plan, from northwest

Fig. 10 (opposite) Approach into upper courtyard from High Line


Part 2
Hudson Yards, New York City, and
the Hip-hop Nation
Fig. 11 Aerial view of New York City

Fig. 12 (above) View of site boundary from west
Fig. 13 (below) Aerial view of site
Part 2 cityculture
Section 1 Site Context and Impressions
1.1 Hudson Yards
This project is sited in the Hudson Yards, Manhattan. Specifically, the utilized portion
is the western half the Eastern Railyards, stretching from 30th to 33rd Streets, between
10th and 1 1th Avenues. A block away from the Hudson River and a once vibrant
waterfront, it exists today as a vast area of open rail yards, parking lots, warehouses, and
land fallen into disuse.
Directly across from the Javits Convention Center and several more blocks from
Madison Square Garden and Times Square, the site is at the edge of Midtown, one of
New York's largest districts and commercial centers. Also within a short walk, are Port
Authority, Penn Station, and a docking port for ferry routes to New Jersey, Staten Island,
and other New York City boroughs. The site's accessibility and its proximity to one of
the city's most active areas provide great potential for a dynamic transformation.
Fig. 14 View into Hudson Yards from southwest
Fig. 15 (opposite) View into Hudson yards from east

d Transportation
d Commercial
d Residential
d Cultural
1.2 Preferred Direction
In 2003, the New York City Department of City Planning (DCP), in conjunction with
the Economic Development Corporation, developed a "preferred direction" for the
Hudson Yards. This plan responds to the zone's present challenges for development,
which include separation from subways, the obstructive infrastructure, and lack of
green space. As stated its February 2003 presentation, the foremost goals of the
Hudson Yards Master Plan are to:
Advance metropolitan growth in areas of disuse
Expand public transportation
Create an open space network, pedestrian paths, and access to the waterfront
Encourage Architectural character and design excellence
Activate the street presence through new and existing public buildings
Provide a model for sustainability.1
Fig. 16 Hudson Yards Master Plan, as of February 10, 2003
Fig. 17 (opposite) Proposal for Eastern Rail yards, as of Janurary 17, 2005
Among the criteria set up specifically for the Eastern Rail yards are:
1. 55% public space
2. High Line connection
3. Major cultural facility.2
Using this master plan as an urban context, this project proposes how,
through the insertion of Dancecity, the city may gain yet another lively district
that fosters art and culture and generates more activity to this area.
1.3 The High Line
This project also accepts the High Line restoration as public promenade as being
complete. Consequently, the decision to exploit the High Line as a major pedestrian
infrastructure for the project was made during its initial phases.
Field Operations and Diller Scofidio + Renfro are working on a preliminary design for this
project. As the project moves toward construction, its design, guided by community
input, will continue to evolve under the management of the Friends of the High Line
and the city of New York. 3
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Fig. 18 Preliminary design plan for High Line restoration.
Fig. 19 (opposite above) Map of High Line, stretching from Gansevoort Street to W34th Street
Fig. 20 (opposite below) Preliminary design renderings for High Line restoration.
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1.4 Initial Impressions
From the start of the project, I had very specific attitudes towards the High Line. One
way I saw that its value on the site could be restored to was to place dance program
directly on top of it, for example, a studio at the intersection of 10th Avenue and W30th
Street, as way of inserting dance directly into the city and also as a visual marker for the
vehicular, pedestrian, and bycicle traffic on the street.
Fig. 21 On 10th Avenue, looking downtown from W33rd Street
Fig. 22 (opposite) Closer view of the High Line at 10th and W30th with the dance studio above
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Another thought I had to utilize the High Line and to mask its obstructive 
presence
was to introduce a graffiti park underneath it. In fair weather, a graffiti 
park could alsi
become backdrop for exhibition space, which would be an informative 
prelude to th,
building. Such an intervention would most certainly aid in activating this 
otherwise
deserted street edge.
Furthermore, including a venue for graffiti would make Dancecity an official 
hip-
hop center, complete with program that addresses all four components of hip-hop:
breakdancing (dance studios and open public spaces), DJ-ing and MC-ing (recording
finally, 
graffiti 
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Fig. 25 (above) Existing site
Fig. 26 (below) Sunken block
Fig. 27 (opposite) Northern entrance into site
In addition to High Line, the strongest feature on the site is the existing rail yard, now
fallen into disuse. I wanted to acknowledge and somehow consider incorporating these
tracks into my project because they added, both physically and conceptually, another
layer of depth to the site. They were also a powerful infrastructure for movement.
Originally I wanted to use the tracks more literally, but I estimated the depression to
be close to 30 feet, which seemed bit deep for comfort and facilitated access. Instead,
I decided to depress the block more moderately (16 ft.), as an allusion to the idea of
what lies beneath. Typically, our experience of architecture is the relative ground plane
and whatever is built up on top. Anything below is often regarded as less important
and labelled as basement. I chose to sink the block in order to set it apart from its
surroundings and to articulate the space in a special way. Personally, the idea of a
sunken park in the middle of New York seemed interesting and beautiful. Moreover, the
descent creates a more ceremonial entrance, magnifying the significance and experiential
qualities of the space.
Ultimately, the rail road tracks were not completely abandoned, the geometries and
angles for some of the stairs along the northern entrance to the site draw from what they
hide below. In addition, circulation and how people move through and around the site
remained among the most important and influential design factors for the remainder of
the project.
Section 2 Dance in NYC
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Fig. 28 Mapping of dance organizations and performance venues in Manhattan
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Today, there are more than 400 dance organizations in New York City, of which 72% are
based in Manhattan. All together, dance holds roughly 17% of the city's cultural sector.4
In addition to spawning valuable cultural activity, dance generates a significant amount
economic activity in New York City. Each year dance organizations create nearly half
a billion dollars and benefit from over two million patrons each year. Studies have
concluded that dance organizations in New York City directly employ up to 1,200 full
time employees, 800 part-time employees, and about 630 contract employees each
year. In addition, 8,600 individuals volunteer approximately 40,000 hours of service
annually. Studies also show that 2 jobs are created for every full-time equivalent
employee in the dance sector.5
$36.10
* Servicgs 62%
O Manufacturing 14%
*IOthor Industrios 15%
O Rotait 9%
.60
Chart 1
TOTAL ECONOMIC IMPACT $415.72
in millions)
$59.
$63.7
Dance audiences in New York City in turn generate over 140 million dollars in
direct economic activity each year on tickets, food, travel, lodging, shopping and
merchandise, and child care.6
Chart 2
TOTAL ECONOMIC ACTVWITY
$141.6 million
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Section 3 NYC in Dance
3.1 The Current Dilemma
Recently, there has been much debate about whether New York still holds its place as
ruler of the dance world. Articles in The New York Times such as Gia Kourlas's "How New
York Lost Its Modern Dance Reign,' suggest the city's demise as leader. In her article,
dated September 6, 2005, she says, "For many audience members dance remains a form
meant solely to entertain, and that mentality trickles down to artists who, whether they
know it or not, regard risk and experimentation as impediments to fulfilling the potential
(as ambiguous as it is) of their careers. Programming is familiar, the ensuing work is
familiar, but without introducing chance there is little room for provocation, stupid, vapid
or smart." She makes reference to Europe's apparent advocacy for experimentation,
saying that Europeans curators and producers may not always make the best choices, but
that they aren't afraid of trying new things. She says, "It is impossible to compete with
such vitality: Europe is becoming what New York used to be."
In Dance magazine, Wendy Perron discusses similar issues in "Hot Topic: Has NYC lost
its leading edge in contemporary dance?" She also refers to the once envied "American
spirit of experimentation"' present during the 1970s, when Europe was still bound by
tradition. However, she reminds readers that New York City was home to the most
influential modern dance companies, which have now moved to other parts of the world
and established new generations of companies. The fact that a new center of modern
dance has not emerged indicates the success of the New York dance scene.
Regardless of opinion on this matter, it seems to be the general consensus that the
boldness and risk taking approach that once defined dance in New York must be
rekindled in order for the city to maintain its place in the dance world.
3.2 From Modern Dance to the Hip-hop Nation
Since the early 1900s, better known in dance as the Modern Dance Movement, New York
City has been recognized as the dance capital of the world. While Walt Whitman wrote
"I Hear America Singing," Isabella Duncan, who brought modern dance to New York,
publicly declared, "I see America dancing." 7
Duncan was among a group of dancers who sought to revolutionize the meaning of
dance in America. They sought to innovate and refresh the American dance scene by
tearing down the traditional ballet regime and creating a new, free form of dance. In
1922, she marched on stage, barefoot and in a transparent red chiffon tunic. With one
breast exposed to the audience, and sang in protest on behalf of the oppressed masses
in the world which, in her eyes, included downtrodden workers, corseted women, and
dancers confined by the strict rules of ballet technique. 8
The Modern Dance Movement was essentially a rebellion against the prior dictatorship
of ballet. It resulted in the reinvention of body gestures and expression of movement.
Until this point, some reform occurred within ballet as well. However, all of these
changes accepted ballet traditions and the basic technique of fixed positions, developed
since Beauchamps and Louis XIV. 9 They still aimed for the "ballet look," only with more
emotion and expression.
Like Romantic Ballet reflected the Romantic era and expressions in music and literature,
modern dancers were driven to explore new techniques by the same impulses that
powered painters such as Van Gogh and Cezanne, composers such as Debussy and
Ravel, and writers such as Whitman and Zola. In dance, these new techniques came
through the exploration of the torso, the use of barefoot, the free, swinging motion of
the entire body, the treatment of space as three-dimensional, and the new emphasis on
feelings and ideas. 10
Prior to 1900, when Europe was the center of formal dance, dance in America was more
centered about social influences. Native American Dance, Folk Dance, Social (Ballroom)
Dance, and Recreational Dance all relied heavily on culture and traditions. Native
Americans employed dance as part of their many rituals for hunting, farming, puberty,
marriage, war, and any other concerns they faced in their daily survival. Folk Dance
such as barn dancing and square dancing was fundamentally modified and developed
versions of the English reels and the Irish jigs. Ballroom dance took its roots in cultural
practices as it originated from aristocratic European court dances, as well as some
African American vernacular dancing. All over the country you could witness people
engaging in recreational dance. During the Gold Rush, miners toiled six days a week,
leaving Sundays vacant for late nights of smoking, drinking, and dancing, gambling,
and fighting. This form of recreation was called the "Fandango" after a Spanish dance.
Eventually, as mining camps civilized as towns, the Fandango became a Ball. 11
Like the social dances and ritual dances of the ages, hip-hop dance has also evolved
from a long history and culture. It is impossible to even scratch the surface of its fruition
because of the sensitive cultural and historical conditions from which it emerged.
To be as simple as possible, one could say that it comes down to the actions of one
man: Robert Moses. 12 In the 1950s and 60s, during his slum clearance plans and urban
renewal projects many of hip-hop's founders were displaced from their homes and
forced to join the thousands of others relocating to Brooklyn and the Bronx in search of
affordable housing.
After WWII, with a surge of government investment in development and renewal
projects, Moses rose to unparalleled power, gaining tyrannical control of New York City
planning. In 1953, a 7 mile trench was cut through Bronx communities to accommodate
for the Cross-Bronx Expressway. In engineering terms, it was the most difficult road ever
built until that time. The new expressway lay across 113 streets, avenues, and boulevards;
hundreds of sewers and water/utility mains, one subway, three railroads, five elevated
rapid transit lines, and seven other expressways and parkways, some concurrently
being built by Moses himself. Regarding the 60,000 residents that were dislodged in
the crosshairs of the project, Moses is known to say:"There are more people in the way
- that's all... There's very little hardship in the thing.""13
By the end of the 1960s and the sudden influx of Afro-American, Afro-Caribbean, and
Latino families into former Jewish, Irish, and Italian neighborhoods, half of the white
population in the South Bronx fled to suburbs in New Jersey and Upstate New York.
It was during this time, and also due to the return of heroin on the streets, that youth
gangs reemerged. 14 White youth preyed upon newcomers through schoolyard
beatdowns and running street battles. Soon the black and brown youths formed gangs
of their own, initially, for self-defense and retaliation, and later for power and lack of
other recreational resources. The violence escalated uncontrollably and at its height,
hip-hop emerged, first, as a means of recreation, and eventually as a means of crossing
boundaries and reconnecting people through a common passion and interest.
Fig. 29 Isadora Duncan Fig. 30 MIT Dance Troupe Fig. 31 MIT Dance Troupe
3.3 The Dance Party
I will mention that it was neither rap music nor R&B"slow jams" that brought people
together. It was the dance party. It was the all night block party, sustained by music
roaring from speakers powered by city lamp posts, which got people of all ages,
ethnicities, and affiliations out of their homes and in confrontation with each other,
forcing them to interact in new and different ways. It was the dance party that became
a safer environment for gangbanging youths with no other resources to deter them
from life threatening rumbles and gang wars.
3.4 The Dance Revival
Hip-hop is not simply a form of music or a type of dance, it is a way of life. It is a direct
response to the hardship of a given time, and because of it origins, its nature is to
depend on personal experience and situation. Personal thoughts and experiences
lead to lyrics that can become the basic rhythm for a rap beat that inspires a physical
response that is realized through dance.
The Modern Dance Movement can also be seen as a reflection of the life and events of
its time. In comparison with the history of New York City, the most radical developments
in dance coincided with the most radical times in history. These advancements came
both during and in response to events such as the Great Depression, Pearl Harbor, WWII,
and a plethora of social reform. The following modern dance tree shows the lineage
of the leading modern dancers in New York, all of whom view[ed] dance as an agent
of communication, and as more than a unidirectional relationship between the active
performer artist and the passive audience.
My argument isn't so much that hip-hop is going to save New York and the dance world,
but it's the essence of hip-hop and the way it is so rooted in culture, so dependent
on life, that gives it the capacity to revive the current lull in the dance sector today.
As a catalys, it can instigate an approach to dance that relates it more closely to life.
Creativity and imagination come from inspiration and stimulation. Without the life
component, they can not be nourished and cultivated.
Fig. 32 (opposite) Modern Dance Tree
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Part 3
The Breakdown of the Institution
through the Insertion of the City
Section 1 Precedents
When I chose a dance center as my program for this project, I looked at some examples
that with different environments and/or purposes, to get a sense of square footage and
program. One, the Broadway Dance Center, certainly for aspiring professionals in all
forms of dance, offers classes which are open to all people of all levels who have any
interest in dance. The Joan Weill Center for dance for the Alvin Ailey Dance Foundation is
a larger institution, providing formal training in most areas of classical dance, with a focus
on modern dance. And finally, the Laban Dance Center, similar to the Ailey center, but
in a different place and with a very different spatial experience. It has also offered more
than a place for dance, having played a large role in revitalizing its local area.
Broadway Dance Center, 221 West 57th Street, New York, NY:
In the early 1980's, before the era of music videos and pop stars, dancers came to New
York City in hopes of realizing their dreams to dance on Broadway. Long time New York
City resident Richard Ellner (1929-1998) was a business executive with a deep passion for
the arts. He took his first tap class at the age of 52 and soon afterwards desired to ex-
pand his training. This led him to legendary jazz instructor Frank Hatchett. Hatchett was
co-owner of Hines-Hatchett, a jazz and tap studio in mid-town, Manhattan. Typical to the
time, studio owners also directed and taught at dance schools, and as rents in the city
rose higher and higher, maintaining their studios became virtually impossible.
In 1984, Ellner secured ownership of Hines-Hatchett. Renaming it the Broadway Dance
Center, he initiated a new type of studio, where instructors were encouraged to contrib-
ute their individual styles and expertise. His objective was to institute one studio that
addressed the needs of all dancers, rather than targeting those within a particular genre.
Renowned instructors and strong word of mouth quickly solidified the studio's reputation
in the dance community. It attracted dancers of all kinds, recreational as well as profes-
sional, who preferred the convenience of frequenting a single studio for diversified train-
ing to trekking through the city to various locations.
Today, the Broadway Dance Center is owned by EIIner's daughter, Allison Ellner. With
a teaching staff of more than 90 professionals, the studio offers over 350 classes for all
levels in a vast range of styles. Occupying 5 stories, the 26,500sf center provides 7 dance
studios of numerous dimensions for classes and rentals.15
Fig. 33 Plans of Broadway Dance Center
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Joan Weill Center for Dance, 405 West 55th Street, New York, NY:
The Alvin Alley Dance Foundation's Joan Weill Center for Dance is the largest building
devoted exclusively to dance in the United States. The 77,000sf building, designed by
Natan Bibliowicz and Carolyn Lu, sits on the corner of 55th Street and 9th Avenue in
Manhattan, neighboring other cultural landmarks in New York such as Lincoln Center
and the Juilliard School for Music. It is the first permanent home for the Alvin Ailey's
American Dance Foundation, a 46 year old institution which includes the Alvin Ailey
American Dance Theater and its subsidiary companies, Ailey II and the Ailey School. The
8 story facility includes 12 studios with dimensions ideal for dance, ranging from 46-64
feet long, 32-48 feet wide, and 14-18 feet high. Three of the studios lie below street level,
two of which can be joined and converted into a black-box theatre with 290 retractable
bleacher seats for student and small company performances. The center allows the
company to offer public classes for the first time and to provide studio space and
resources for outside dancers and choreographers throughout the city as well. 16
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Fig. 34 Plans of the Joan Weill Center for Dance
Fig. 35 Plans of Laban Center
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Laban Center Deptford, London, UK:
Named after Rudolf Laban (1879-1958), the Laban Center is located in Deptford,
Southeast London. The "father of modern dance," Laban is best known for his
advanced theories of choreography and dance notation - Labanotation, as well as his
developments in ergonomics in the industrial workplace. After emigrating to Britain as
a refugee from Nazi Germany, he established a dance school in Manchester. Since 1953,
the school was forced to relocate several times due to inadequate space. Finally, in 1997,
an international design competition to build a new Laban building was held. Herzog and
de Meuron were selected as winners.
Thirteen dance studios and a 300-seat theater used for teaching as well as public
events and performances, occupy most of the 7800m2 (~83960sf) building. Secondary
spaces include a cafeteria, library, gym/therapy room, and smaller areas where students
and can study and rehearse. Daytime courses are for students enrolled in either the
undergraduate or one of the graduate degree programs. In the evenings, short term
classes in contemporary dance are offered to dancers of all ages and backgrounds.
Winner of the RIBA Stirling Prize in 2003, the Laban Center has not only been a leading
conservatory for contemporary dance artist training, but has also played a large role
in the regeneration of Deptford, once the heartland of decaying industry in London.
Deptford now has an effectual role in Southeast London's thriving arts scene, as Laban
is the Deptford community's symbol of how"intelligence, creativity, imagination and art
can make life better." 7 (Rowan Moore, London Evening Standard)
Second F oo,
Upon a program comparison of these buildings, it becomes evident that all three are
quite similar in function. The only real difference seems to be a matter of which has more
resources.
APPROXIMATE PROGRAM COMPARISON:
LABAN ALfEY BDC
TOTAL BUILDING SF 83,960sf 77,000sf 26,500sf
TOTAL STUDIO SF 20,473sf 19,016sf 11.008sf
- umorrer of S'ud os 13 12 7
- Average SF / Studo 1 75 1 573f
- ef.cmirance Theater 6 C,7sf 5 00osc n/a
TOTAL COMMON SPACE SF 16,950sf 10,915 s 5. 40Sf
- Lbby Sace n/a 8 .21 9 4.485sf
- Ubrary 6 013f 272 32 f
- S vudy Roorms/Wrkshops 4 887sf n/o nia
- Tainr ng/='yscal Tnerapy 3 800sf 566s n/a
- Coaete'ia 2 2530s /o 2"90s
-Costc m e SDop 349 s ( retoa 233sf
OFFICES/ADMINISTRATVE 7,072sf 12,547sf 360sf
MECHANICAL STORAGE - 4.267 sf
DRESSING/CHANGING ROOMS 1,377sf 3,200sf 1,619sf
RESTROOMS 1,464sf 1,083sf n/a
Fig. 36 Program comparison for precedents
Fig. 37 (opposite) DJs and B-boys
Section 2 Analysis 1: Program
2.1 Hip-hop's Four Elements
MCing is the art of rapping. This term comes from the title MC, or "master of ceremonies."
In the early days of hip-hop, the DJs talked over tracks in order to incite the crowd. This
was known as "rapping to the crowd,"and eventually grew into a serious artform not only
in terms of lyrical content, but in the delivery of lyrics as well.
Graffiti has been around since prehistoric man, who drew stories of the hunt or other
events in their lives on the walls of caves. Stemming from the Greek word graphien, (to
write), graffiti became a mechanism for expression for the first generation, post-Cross-
Bronx Expressway children of the South Bronx, who were in search of a way to establish a
sense of community and identity. Getting one's name across the city was the goal for any
graffiti artist with the "If you can make it there, you'll make it anywhere" New York mental-
ity.
DJing exists in many types of popular music, but the DJ is especially important in the hip
hop scene. The DJ is responsible for sustaining the party and for providing the beats for
MCs to rap and rhyme over. The technique essentially involves the use of two turn tables
and a mixer to cut and to mix beats and scratches.
Breakdancing, or breaking, began in the late 1960s/early 70s to a James Brown song
called the"Good Foot." Hip-hop's first great DJ, Kool Herc, found a way to loop the
breakdown of the song over and over, so that dancers had a continuous rhythm to dance
to. Breakdancing involves a combination of fast footwork, drops, and spins. B-boying, as
Kool Here named it, continued to develop through the 70s and 80s and remains a large
part of urban street culture. 18
2.2 Program Development
Based on my research on hip-hop and dance, it was clear that Dancecity could not mimic
the typical dance studio. Being a studio that emphasized the study of hip-hop made it
already unusual, in that it had different needs from the start. Though the program study of
precedents was helpful in understanding a common prototype for dance centers, in order
for Dancecity to be a place where hip-hop could successfully revitalize the dance scene, it
first had to be a place where hip-hop itself could grow, develop, and continually revitalize
itself.
The diagram below shows the relationship of dance to the city as a product of the
intermediary elements of music and culture. (The pink highlights the hip-hop related
categories.)
b i~.
Hip-hop, in its core, is relational. Each of its four elements are fundamental to its identity,
and therefore, in order for hip-hop to grow as a dance, it must also grow as a music and a
culture. Music, in addition, requires and culture and a people to respond to and provoke.
Both music and dance, need people to deliver them to the city.
It was important to me while naming the building to indicate that it was a center for
hip-hop and dance, distinguishing them as two separate entities. A dance center can be
easily differentiated by the inclusion of dance studios. A hip-hop center, however, calls
for more complex programs. It would require recording studios and a significant public
realm, as hip-hop depends so heavily on the urban culture.
· · ···-··; -·····-;-·-·-·-·-·-;··;-···-·-··--···---
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Part of the reason dance has become so removed from active audience participation is
because the institutions have disengaged themselves from the public. Too many studios
are closed to visitors and the only opportunity the public has to experience dance is
during performances, when the distance between dancer and viewer is the greatest.
Dance is about performance, and in addition to the ability dance, the ability to perform
comes with practice as well. Whether practicing or learning, a dancer should always be
prepared to perform. Without being seen, the dancer can communicate nothing.
Dancecity, at the building scale, is essentially a huge studio for culture, where each
individual, dancer or visitor, is a component to the overall performance of the building.
My attitude towards the site was to think of it as a big stage, with different forms of
activity occurring in different areas and at different moments, to different rhythms of
music or life. Whether it's the librarian having lunch on the upper courtyard, the dancer
stretching on the barre while waiting for her laundry to finish drying, a breakdancing
crew practicing out on the lawn, or an average New Yorker browsing through the aisles at
the bookstore, all are occupying the spaces at their own pace and rhythm, combining to
create a dense orchestration of dancing, movement, and living. Without this steady flow
of life, the building could not last, and the development of dance would remain stagnant
for good.
Earlier in this book I outlined some of the design principles for the Hudson Yards Master
Plan, one of which was to provide a model for sustainability. This project was never a
sustainability project in a green sense. However, sustainability can be viewed as the
lifespan of a building, not just physically, but in the way it is used as well. This project is a
model for a different kind of sustainability; a cultural sustainability, which in my opinion
is equally vital to the advancement of"metropolitan growth" of any city.
For all of these reasons, some of the specific programmatic choices for Dancecity include:
Cafeteria
Cafe
Laundromat
Fitness Center
Bookstore
Classrooms
Library
Daycare Center
Dance Studios
Recording Studios
Offices
Theater
Gift Shop
Graffiti park
Section 3 Analysis II: Site revisited
Fig. 38 Sketch tracing movement on site
Fig. 39 (opposite above) Sketch tracing movement through building
Fig. 40 (opposite below) View from northeast entrance into site
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3.1 Landscape Design
As mentioned in Part 2, the site has been depressed into a sunken park, with frequently
changing levels of landscape, both on the ground plane and the upper High Line level,
to reflect the dynamic quality of dance. As the destination of a long system of parks,
Dancecity is the backdrop upon entry into the site. The circuitous paths that cut through
the green were inspired by a sketches tracing potential movement through the site and
building. They offer a more, free-flowing imaginative way of traveling through space,
intended to allow the pedestrian or cyclist to experience the site in different ways and
perspectives. The hope is that they might be prompt them to break out of old habits and
perhaps take alternate routes through frequently traveled areas, in order to experience
them in new ways as well
The paths also provide a hard surface for breakdancers and dancers in general to
practice on, in contrast to the soft grass, also intended for dancing, as well as resting and
observing the activity on the site.
3.2 Stairs
Each set of stairs leading down to the open green is also designed create different
experiences of the site. The changing stair to landing ratios produce various rhythms
of movement. At times, they are interrupted by ramps and plantings. The overarching
intention for all the movement through the landscape is to make the public more aware
of its own rhythm and motion through space.
Fig. 41 Aerial view of entrances into open green
Fig. 42 (opposite left) Diagrams of Labanotation
Fig. 43 (opposite right) Aerial photo of ramp
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3.3 Labanotation
As mentioned in Section 1, Rudolf Laban was most famous for his theories in
choreography. He developed a way of notating dance, borrowed here, in the form of a
ramp.
Combinations of the below symbols are used to specify body gestures. This ramp
instructs walkers start off standing on both feet, to take a step forward with the left foot,
another step forward with the right foot, and then a step to the left (into the site) with the
left foot.
Forward
Lbft Forwad ir Rdght Foard
aiD o~net $aonran
Side Right Side
Left Backward V gh Backward
Oiagona• OiaonaI
Backward
L gh
l Middi
I LOw
Section 4 A Catalog of Progress
In the title of this project, dancecity :: culturestudio, "city culture" is inserted into the dance
studio, and conversely, city culture is surrounded by the dance studio. This symbiotic
relationship informed much of the programmatic and spatial organization of this for
this project. Breaking down the formal institution of a dance center and making it more
approachable and transparent to the public first, though not foremost, through the
selection of program, and secondly, through the physical opening up of the building to the
public was a very important to me. A look at my process models shows how the building
mass has developed.
Iteration 1. Looking at the highline and how
it can interact with the building or be used
as pedestrian infrastructure. There is a inner
lobby/courtyard space on the ground floor.
Iteration 2. An attempt to arrange program
by putting dance program(purple) adjacent
to the public program (yellow). Green is office
space, and red is more private, but non-dance
related program, i.e. the recording studios and
classrooms.
Iteration 3. The same idea, but trying to break
down the mass of the building and to open it
up for circulation and light.
Iteration 3a. A further development of
iteration 3.
..
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Iteration 4. Dispersion of dance program
throughout the building. Each dance block
(purple) is positioned to cantilever off the
rest of the mass on at least one side. Two of
the programs, office and non-dance, have
been consolidated, all into non-dance. The
cream strip deotes a possible circulatory
path that can be the determinant for where
the building breaks.
Iteration 4a. A second pass at the same idea,
this time, thinking about a more Architec-
tural way of articulating the different types
of programs than a coat of paint on a block.
The studios and public areas have higher
ceiling heights.
Iteration 5. Testing another approach. The
idea of one main circulatory path (cream)
encircling the remainder of the program in
the building.
Iteration 6. Site as stage. Looking again at
the way people move through, in and around
the site, and in a way treating the entire site as
a huge stage upon which I can choreograph
certain kinds of movement, or patterns of
movement.
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Iteration 1
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Iteration 2
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Iteration 3a

Iteration 4
Iteration 4a
Iteration 5
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Iteration 6/ 6a

Section 5 The Result
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Fig. 44 (above) View from northeast
Fig. 45 (below) Sketches studying layout of dance program and internal space
Fig. 46 (opposite above) Sketch tracing movement through ground floor
Fig. 47 (opposite below) View from northwest
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Fig. 47 Ground floor plan
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Dance related program
1. Dance studio
Open space/outdoor program
2. Theater rooftop/Outdoor stage
Public progam
3. Cafeteria
4. Restrooms
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1. Dance studio
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11. Restrooms
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Fig. 52 View into courtyard from north
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